Announcing Alpha1Limitless Launches for Men of Influence
Alpha1Limitless - The launch of this exciting new brand is built for men of
achievement, men who are successful in the marketplace to bring their vitality, fitness,
strength and performance up to a level in alignment with their hustle and social and
economic status. Engineered for the most extreme sport of all - Life. Designed for
men who play big and live the ultimate luxury lifestyle.
August 30, 2016 (FPRC) -Emmy-Nominated Producer and Founder of The Bold Life Academy, Adam Gilad, in partnership
with Michael Shenher, Entrepreneur, Founder, Outdoor Adventurer, are thrilled to announce the
launch of their new health and vitality brand for men, Alpha1 Limitless.
This exciting new brand is built for men of achievement, men who are successful in the marketplace
to bring their vitality, fitness, strength and performance up to a level in alignment with their hustle
and social and economic status and desire to play big in life and live at their edge as they create
their life their way on their terms.
Introducing superior quality premium supplements and excellent quality natural health products,
Alpha1Limitless combines the purity and ruggedness of the Canadian Rockies where its products
are tested and its executive offices are based, with the hard-driving, stylish success of Los Angeles,
where its marketing arm is located.
If you can imagine Zegna melding with Red Bull, you’ll get an idea of what this upstart brand is
introducing into a rapidly exploding marketplace ready for men of influence whom exude style,
elegance, class and superior fitness and demand the ultimate lifestyle.
Increasingly, tech-entrepreneurs, professionals, executives and thought leaders recognize that a
thriving life and a thriving business is built on a thriving body.
That body is the Alpha1Limitless body.
Purity of ingredients. Transparency in production. Infinite in vision.
Alpha1Limitless is rocket fuel for the new man.
Contact Information
For more information contact Adam Gilad of Limitless Bio Health Inc.
(http://www.limitlessbiohealth.com)
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You can read this press release online here
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